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The notion of a principal group action is generalized to the framework of non-
commutative geometry through consideration of a certain bimodule morphism.
This definition is both completely general and immediately applicable. Indeed we
prove that the dual coaction associated to a Kac system is principal in our generalized
sense and consider some simple non-commutative examples.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in the theory of non-commutative differential geometry
has exhibited the importance of studying the quantum symmetries of a non-
commutative space. Particularly striking has been the breakthrough in the
computation of the index of transversely elliptic operators on a foliation. In
[CM95] Connes and Moscovici gave a general solution to the construc-
tion of such operators but the computational complexity of the associated
index problem seemed to push interesting applications out of reach. These
difficulties have now been resolved thanks to the discovery of a canonical
Hopf algebra Hn which depends only on the codimension of the foliation
and acts naturally on its transverse frame bundle (see [CM98]). This
action greatly simplifies the computation of the index which is seen to take
place in the cyclic cohomology of the Hopf algebra. The need now arises
to find a suitable modification of these techniques which can be applied in
the context of quantum field theory. This program is motivated by the
surprising relation between the Hopf algebra Hn and the Hopf algebra of
renormalization in perturbative quantum field theory ([CK98]). The first
problem that arises is to find a suitable notion of frame bundle over an
abstract non-commutative manifold. Since the frame bundle is a particular
type of principal bundle one has the initial problem of defining a notion of
principal group action in non-commutative geometry. The purpose of this
article is to provide a solution to this problem which makes sense in full
generality.
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Quantum symmetries also play an important role in the applications of
non-commutative geometry to the standard model of particle physics. In
particular, much recent work has centered around the suggestion that the
non-commutative description of the standard model is closely related to
Lusztig’s finite quantum cover of SU(2) (quantum Frobenius):
1  H  SU(2)q  SU(2)  1
where q is a root of unity (qm=1, m odd). In the simplest case, m=3, the
structure of the finite quantum group H is closely related to the algebra
arising in the non-commutative description of the standard model, and
suggests a generalization of the theory of supersymmetry to non-commutative
geometry (See [Con95]). To make further progress one needs to extend
the theory of spin geometry to such quantum covers of the spin group.
Such an extension necessarily entails a quantum generalisation of the theory
of covering spaces to non-commutative geometry. The notion of non-com-
mutative principal group action defined below should be thought of as the
first step in the development of such a theory.
1. TRANSFORMATION GROUPS
To begin with, let G be a topological group. Then a (right) action of G
on a space X is given by a map $X: X_G  X, denoted $(x, g)=xg, such
that xe=x and x(g1 g2)=(xg1) g2 \x # X, and \g1 , g2 # G. Such an action
is called free if each g # G (g{e) has no fixed points and proper if the map
(x, g)  (x, xg) is a proper map from X_G to X_X. When the action of
G is both free and proper the quotient space XG is Hausdorff and the
quotient map ?XG : X  XG determines a principal G-bundle over XG. Of
course, it is this property that motivates the terminology principal group
action and explains their essential role in mathematics and physics. Outside
of the principal context many things can go wrong. When G acts properly
but not freely we retain a Hausdorff quotient but lose the canonical fiber,
i.e., ?&1XG([x]G)&3 G for some x # X. On the other hand when G acts freely
but not properly the quotient topology may be non-Hausdorff and quite
useless in general. A beautiful example of such a pathological quotient
space is given by the Kronecker foliation of the 2-torus, i.e., let X=T2 &
R2Z2, G=R and X_GX be the action given by ((x, y), t)  (x+t, y+%t).
When % is irrational the action is free but not proper, and the quotient
space XG is non-Hausdorff. Indeed the quotient topology on XG is the
coarsest possible, the only open sets being < and XG. Such spaces have
been a major source of motivation for Alain Connes’ non-commutative
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geometry1. The basic idea is to use the C*-algebra crossed product C0(X)
< G as a substitute for the quotient space XG. The relation between
C0(X) < G and C0(XG) in the principal case provides the basic criterion
for understanding principal group actions in the non-commutative setting.
1.1 Theorem [Rie82]. Let G be a locally compact group and (X, $X) a
principal locally compact Hausdorff right G-space. Then the C*-algebra
C0(XG) is strongly Morita equivalent to the crossed product C*-algebra
C0(X) < G.
When the action of G fails to be principal the above theorem no-longer
holds, i.e., C0(XG) and C0(X) < G are not equivalent and Connes strongly
advocates the use of C0(X) < G for the description of such quotient spaces.
In any case, this theorem suggests an important property of principal
group actions which continues to make sense in the non-commutative
context. Indeed, one could attempt to base a theory of quantum principal
actions on G-systems, (A, $A), for which the crossed product C*-algebra
A < G is strongly Morita equivalent to the fixed point algebra AG. However,
even more interesting than the statement of Rieffel’s theorem is its proof.
The point being that the equivalence bimodule is readily available and thus
provides the more fundamental point of departure. Indeed, we will prove
that by mere consideration of A as a bimodule one can obtain an elegant
description of principal group actions which is both completely general and
immediately applicable. To see how this works let us go back to the classical
context and examine the definition of a principal action more closely. Thus
let G be a locally compact group, (X, $X) a locally compact and principal
(right) G-space and ,: X_G  X_X the canonical map defined by (x, g)
 (x, x } g). Clearly, (X, $X) is free if and only if , is injective. Moreover:
1.2. Proposition. Let G be a locally compact group and (X, $X) a locally
compact Hausdorff right G-space. Then (X, $X) is principal if and only if the
canonical map ,: X_G  X_XG X defined by (x, g)  (x, xg) is a closed
embedding.
1.3. Proof. Assume , is a closed embedding. Then clearly (X, $X) is free
since , is injective, i.e., xg=xg$ O g= g$. Moreover since , is a closed
embedding it is certainly proper and so (X, $X) is principal as asserted. The
converse is obvious. K
Thus, when (X, $X) is principal, , induces a homeomorphism X_G&
,[X_G]&X_XG X with inverse (x, y)  (x, {(x, y)) \(x, y) # X_XG X.
Here {: X_XG X  G denotes the translation function of (X, $X), i.e.,
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1 See [Con94].
$X (x, {(x, y))= y \(x, y) # X_XG X. Thus the inverse map can be expressed
as the composition
X_XG X w
2 (X_XG X)_(X_XG X) ww
pL_{ X_G
where pL : X_XG X  X by (x, y)  x. Indeed, for free actions continuity
of the translation function { is equivalent to the properness of ,, hence (X, $X).
2. PRINCIPAL COACTIONS
To make the transition to C*-algebras it is useful to employ some category
theoretic terminology. The following three categories of C*-algebras play
an essential role in any such transition.
C1*: The category of unital C*-algebras and unital V-homomorphisms.
C*: The category of C*-algebras and non-degenerate V-homomorphisms.
MC*: The category of C*-algebras and non-degenerate V-homomor-
phisms into multiplier algebras.
By non-degenerated V-homomorphism we mean any V-homomorphism
,: A  B such that if (u*)* # 4 is an approximate unit for A, then (,(u*))* # 4
converges strictly to 1M(B) . Note that if ,1 # MorMC*(A, B) and ,2 #
MorMC*(B, C), we write ,2 b ,1 for the composition , 2 b ,1#MorMC*(A, M(C))
where , 2 denotes the canonical extension of ,2 to M(B). In all cases the
equivalences are given by bijective V-homomorphisms. We shall also consider
the following categories of topological spaces.
CH: The category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous
functions.
LCHp : The category of locally compact Hausdorff spaces and proper
continuous functions.
LCH: The category of locally compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous
functions.
The above categories are related by the following fundamental duality
theorem.
2.1. Theorem [Gelfand]. The categories CH, LCHp and LCH are equiv-
alent to the categories (C1*(abelian))op, (C*(abelian))op and (MC*(abelian))op
respectively.
Next let Amin B denote the spatial tensor product of C*-algebras A
and B. Then it is easy to show that the tensor product of morphisms in any
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of the above categories is again a morphism of the required type. Further-
more, min defines an associative symmetric bifunctor for which (C1*, min , C),
(C*, min , C) and (MC*, min , C) are symmetric monoidal categories.
Indeed the last theorem extends to an anti-equivalence of monoidal
categories that identifies (C1*(abelian), min , C)op, (C*(abelian), min ,
C)op and (MC*(abelian), min , C)op with (CH, _, V), (LCHp , _, V)
and (LCH, _, V) respectively. Since a locally compact group is merely a
certain type of monoid in (LCH, _, V), one may consider monoids in
(MC*, min , C)op as prototypes for C*-quantum groups. In analogy with
the group case, we call a monoid (S, $, =) of (MC*(abelian), min , C)op a
cogroup object of (MC*(abelian), min , C) if it comes in addition with a
non-degenerate V-homomorphism &: S  M(S) such that both the compositions
S w$ M(Smin S) ww
idS&
& idS
M(Smin S) w
{ M(S)
equal the neutral morphism .=’ b =. Here { denotes multiplication
and ’: C  M(S) by *  *1M(S) . The morphisms $, =, & are called the
coproduct, counit and coinversion on S respectively. Cogroup objects of
(MC*(abelian), min , C) are dual to group objects of (LCH, _, V), how-
ever the situation in the non-commutative category is considerably more
involved. In particular, both the counit and coinversion have analytical
problems in general and thus it is better to avoid them completely and
adopt the more primitive starting point of non-unital monoids. This leads
to the following general notion of C*-bialgebra as defined in [BS93].
2.2. Definition. A C*-bialgebra is a pair (S, $) where S is a C*-algebra
and $: S  M(S min S+Smin S ; Smin S) is a non-degenerate V-homo-
morphisms for which the following diagram is commutative.
S $ M(Smin S)
$ $ idS
M(Smin S ) wwidS$ M(Smin Smin S )
Here S denotes the unitalisation of S and if J is any closed two sided
ideal in a C*-algebra A then M(A; J) :=[m # M(A) : mA+AmJ] which
we identify with its image in M(J) under the restriction homomorphism.
Similarly, if G is a group object of (LCH, _, V) then G-objects of
(LCH, _, V) are dual to C0(G)-objects of (MC*(abelian), min , C). More
generally, if (S, $) is a C*-bialgebra one defines the C*-analogue of a
topological transformation group as follows.
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2.3. Definition. A (right) coaction of a C*-bialgebra (S, $) on a
C*-algebra A is a non-degenerate V-homomorphism $A: A  M(A min S;
Amin S) for which the following diagram is commutative.
A $
A
M(Amin S)
$A $A  idS
M(Amin S) wwidA$ M(Amin Smin S)
A (right) S-C*-algebra is a pair (A, $A) where A is a C*-algebra and $A
is a coaction of S on A which is both injective and such that (1A min S) }
$A(A) generates Amin S.
Note that the coproduct of any C*-bialgebra (S, $) is a coaction of S
on itself, but (S, $) is not in general an S-C*-algebra. Indeed (S, $) is an
S-C*-algebra if and only if $ is injective and (1S min S) } $(S) is total in
Smin S. C*-bialgebras satisfying the later condition are called right
simplifiable in [BS93]. Similarly a C*-bialgebra is called left simplifiable if
(Smin 1S ) } $A(S) generates Smin S and simplifiable if it is both left and
right simplifiable. One may then take the point of view that a group is
simply a monoid for which both (x, y)  (xy, y) and (x, y)  (x, xy) are
homeomorphisms. Thus we should think of simplifiable C*-bialgebras
(S, $) with $ injective as C*Hopf algebras, i.e., the C*-analogues of locally
compact groups2.
Now let A be a C*-algebra and (S, $) a C*-bialgebra. Since Amin S is
embedded in M(A)min M(S) as a closed ideal, there exists a canonical
V-homomorphism M(A)min M(S)  M(Amin S) through which a1M(S)
is cast as an element of M(Amin S) for all a # A. Thus it follows that on
any C*-algebra A we have a trivial coaction by a  a1M(S) . Indeed any
C*-algebra A is trivially an S-C*-algebra for the trivial coaction. The key
to formulating the notion of a principal S-C*-algebra (A, $A) comes from
comparing $A with the trivial coaction through Aalg A considered as a
bimodule. More precisely, let us cast both Aalg A and Amin S as M(A)-
bimodules under the natural left and right actions such that m1(aa$) m2
=(m1aa$m2) \a, a$ # A, m1 , m2 # M(A) and m1(as) m2=(m1as)
$A(m2) \a # A, m1 , m2 # M(A), s # S. Then aa$  (a1M(S)) } $A(a$)
yields a canonical bimodule morphism 8: Aalg A  M(Amin S) which
we shall refer to as the principal map.
2.4. Definition. Let (S, $) be a C*-bialgebra, (A, $A) an S-C*-algebra
and 8: Aalg A  M(Amin S) the associated principal map. Then we say
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2 This is the point of view taken in [BS93] but note the term C*-Hopf algebra is employed
there for what we have called C*-bialgebra.
(A, $A) is free if the range of 8 is strictly dense in M(Amin S), proper if
the range of 8 is contained in Amin S, and principal if 8(Aalg A) is a
norm dense subset of Amin S
The following theorem shows that a free and proper S-C*-algebra is a
principal one and vice-versa.
2.5. Theorem. An S-C*-algebra (A, $A) is principal if and only if it is
both free and proper.
2.6. Proof. First assume that (A, $A) is principal, i.e., 8(Aalg A)n=
Amin S. Then clearly 8(Aalg A)Amin S and so (A, $A) is proper.
Furthermore, in M(Amin S) we have 8(Aalg A)n8(Aalg A)s, and
so A min S  8(A alg A)s, hence (A min S)s  8(Aalg A)s. Thus
8(Aalg A)s=(Amin S)s=M(Amin S).
On the other hand if (A, $A) is both free and proper then 8(Aalg A)
is a convex subset of the C*-algebra Amin S with the property 8(Aalg A)s
= M ( A min S ) . Hence A min S  8 ( A alg A )s  8 (A alg A ) w =
8(Aalg A)n (where the closures are now taken inside Amin S) since the
weak topology is weaker than the strict topology and the weak closure of
a convex subset equals its norm closure by the HahnBanach theorem.
Conversely, 8(Aalg A)nAmin S since 8(Aalg A)Amin S. Thus
8(Aalg A)=Amin S and so (A, $A) is principal. K
The motivation for the terminology free, proper and principal stems from
the following lemma and theorem.
2.7. Lemma. Let X and Y be locally compact Hausdorff spaces and
8: X  Y a continuous function. Then , is injective if and only if the induced
homomorphism ,*: C0(Y)  M(C0(X)) has strictly dense range.
2.8. Proof. Assume that , is injective. Then to each compact subset
KX and element g # M(C0(X))&Cb(X) we can associate a function
g |K b ,&1|K # C(,(K)) using the induced isomorphism (,
&1
|K )*: C(K)&
C(,(K)). By Tietze’s extension theorem _hK # Cc(Y) such that hK (x)=
g |K b ,&1|K (x) \x # ,(K) and
&hK&, Y=&g |K b ,&1|K &, ,(K)=&g&, K .
In this way we obtain a net [hK]KX, K compact of functions in Cc(Y) such
that ,*(hK) |K= g |K on any compact subset KX. It follows that ,*(hK) w
; g
by construction and so ,*[C0(Y)] is strictly dense in M(C0(X)) as asserted.
The converse is obvious. K
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2.9. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group and (X, $X) a locally
compact Hausdorff right G-space. Then (C0(X), $C0(X)), where $C0(X) :=
($X)*, is a C0(G)-C*-algebra whose principal map 8: C0(X)C0(X) 
M(C0(X)min C0(G)) is a V-homomorphism. Furthermore:
(a) (X, $X) is free if and only if range of 8 is strictly dense in
M(C0(X)min C0(G)).
(b) (X, $X) is proper if and only if the range of 8 is contained in
C0(X)min C0(G).
(c) (X, $X) is principal if and only if the range of 8 is norm dense in
C0(X)min C0(G).
2.10. Proof. That (C0(X), $C0 (X)) is a C0(G)-C*-algebra follows imme-
diately from the Gelfand Theorem 2.1 since the map X_G  X_G by
(x, g)  (xg, g) is an isomorphism. Moreover 8: C0(X)C0(X)  M(C0(X)
min C0(G)) is a V-homomorphism by the commutativity of C0(X) and
C0(G), and so extends uniquely to a V-homomorphism
8 : C0(X)min C0(X)  M(C0(X)min C0(G))
which is non-degenerate since both $C0(X) and the trivial coaction are non-
degenerate. Thus 8 is a non-degenerate V-homomorphism with range a
closed subalgebra of M(C0(X)min C0(G)). If the range of 8 is strictly
dense in M(C0(X)min C0(G)) then so is the range of 8 . But then 8
induces an injective map ,: X_G  X_X taking (x, g)  (x, xg) \(x, g) #
X_G. Thus (X, $X) is free. The converse is obvious.
For (b) note that if the range of 8 is contained in C0(X)min C0(G)
then so is the range of 8 . But then the induced map , is proper, i.e.,
(X, $X) is proper. The converse is obvious. K
Finally note that if the range of 8 is dense in C0(X)min C0(G) then 8
is surjective. But then the induced map , is a closed embedding and so
(X, $X) is principal. The converse is obvious.
Thus free andor proper G-spaces (X, $) provide examples of free andor
proper C0(G)&C*-algebras. Note that in this terminology, cotranslation
on a C*-bialgebra (S, $) is proper, since $: S  M(S min S+Smin S ;
Smin S) and so 8(ss$)=(s1S ) } $(s$)Smin S \s, s$ # S. Further-
more, (S, $) is free if and only if (S, $) is right simplifiable. Thus:
2.11. Proposition. A C*-bialgebra (S, $) is an S-C*-algebra (under
right cotranslation) if and only if it is principal.
Another immediate consequence of our definitions is that coactions of
unital C*-bialgebras are automatically proper. More precisely:
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2.12. Proposition. Let (S, $) be a unital C*-bialgebra and (A, $A) an
S-C*-algebra. Then (A, $A) is proper.
To get more involved examples of principal S-C*-algebras it is useful to
have both a C*-bialgebra and its Pontryagin dual at our disposal. Let us
therefore fix a Kac system (H, V, U) as defined in [BS93], i.e., H is a
(separable) Hilbert space and V is a biregular multiplicative unitary, irre-
ducible with respect to the unitary U # L(H). Let (S, $) and (S , $ ) denote
the pair of dual bisimplifiable C*-bialgebras reduced from (H, V, U). More
explicitly, if | # L(H)*, let (id|)(V) and (| id)(V) be the bounded
operators defined by the sesquilinear forms
(!, (id|)(V) ’) :=|(%!*V%’)
(!, (| id )(V) ’) :=|(%!$*V%$’)
\!, ’ # H. Here %! , %$! # L(H, HH) by
%!(’) :=!’, %$!(’) :=’!,
\!, ’ # H. We write L(|)=(| id )(V) and \(|)=(id|)(V) and define
A(V) :=[L(|): | # L(H)
*
]
A (V) :=[\(|): | # L(H)
*
].
Then both A(V) and A (V) are V-subalgebras of L(H) whose norm closures
S, S are C*-algebras. We think of S, S as abstract C*-algebras and if x # S,
y # S we write L(x), \( y) # L(H) for the corresponding operators on H. In
[BS93] it is shown that both S and S are bisimplifiable C*-bialgebras
when equipped with the coproducts
$(x) :=V(x1) V* $ ( y) :=V(1y) V*
\x # S, y # S .
Given a coaction of the reduced C*-bialgebra (S, $) on a C*-algebra A,
one defines the following generalization of the (reduced) <-product C*-algebra.
2.13. Definition. Let (H, V, U) be a Kac system and $A a coaction of
the C*-bialgebra (S, $) reduced from (H, V, U) on a C*-algebra A. Then
?L :=(idA L) b $A defines a representation of A on the C*-module AH.
The reduced < -product C*-algebra A < S is the C*-subalgebra of
L(AH) generated by the products ?L(a)(1A \(|)) \a # A, | # L(H)* .
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One can show that A < S is the completion of the vector space generated
by the products ?La(1A\(|)) \a # A, \| # L(H)* (see [BS93] Lemma 7.2)
and so ?(a) :=?L(a) and % (x) :=(1A \(x)) define non-degenerate V-homo-
morphisms of A, S in M(A < S ). The dual coaction of (S , $ ) on A < S is then
defined by
$A < S (?(a) } % (x)) :=(?(a)1S )((%  id ) b $ (x))
\a # A, x # S . With these definitions one can show that (A < S , $A < S ) is an
S -C*-algebra. Moreover:
2.14. Theorem. The dual coaction of (S , $ ) on the reduced < -product
C*-algebra A < S is principal.
2.15. Proof. Let a1 , a2 # A and x1 , x2 # S . Then
8(?(a1) } % (x1)?(a2) } % (x2))
=(?(a1) } % (x1)1S ) $A < S (?(a2) } % (x2))
=(?(a1) } % (x1)1S )(?(a2)1S )((%  id ) b $ (x2))
V=(?(a1) } % (x1) ?(a2)1S )((%  id ) b $ (x2)).
But % (x1) } ?(a2) is a norm limit of finite sums of the form i ?(ai) } % (x i)
and so (V) is a norm limit of finite sums of the form
:
i
(?(a1a i) } % (xi)1S ) } ((%  id) b $ (x2))
=:
i
(?(a1a i)1S ) } (% (xi)1S ) } ((%  id ) b $(x2))
=:
i
(?(a1a i)1S ) } ((%  id )((xi 1S ) } $ (x2))).
But $ : S  M ( S  S + S  S ; S  S ) and so (xi  1S ) } $ (x2) # S  S .
Hence i (?(a1 } ai)1S ) } ((%  id )((xi 1S ) } $ (x2))) # (A < S )min S and
so (A < S , $A < S ) is proper.
Now let (u*)* # 4 be an approximate unit for A. Since ?: A  M(A < S ) is
non-degenerate we have limn4(?(a) } % (x1) } ?(u*))=?(a) % (x1) \a # A, x1 # S
and so
limn4(8(?(a) } % (x1)?(u*) } % (x2)))
=limn4 8(?(a) } % (x1) ?(u*)% (x2))
(VV)=(?(a)1S ) } ((%  id )(x1 1S ) } $ (x2))
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\a # A, x1 , x2 # S . But elements of (A < S )min S are norm limits of finite
sums of elements ?(a) } % (x)y (a # A, x, y # S ), which are themselves
norm limits of finite sums of elements of the above from (VV) since (S , $ )
is left simplifiable. Hence the range of 8 is norm dense in (A < S )min S
and so (A < S , $A < S ) is principal. K
To conclude, let us consider the simple example of the irrational rotation
algebra ‘‘C(S1) <% Z’’ where the generator of Z acts on C(S1) by rotating S1
through the angle 2?% and % is an irrational number in the interval (0, 1).
In the above notation A=C(S1) and (H, V, U) is the Kac system associated
to the discrete group Z. Hence S=C0(Z), S =C(U(1)) and so A < S
=C(S1) < C(U(1))=C(S 1) <% Z. Since % is irrational, we can identify
C(S1) <% Z with the universal C*-algebra A% generated by a pair of
unitaries u, v satisfying uv=exp(2?i%) vu. Thus elements of C(S 1) <% Z
correspond to formal sums of the form n, m # Z *n, munvm and so we can
write the dual coaction of C(U(1)) on C(S 1) <% Z explicitly as,
$C(U(1)) \ :n, m # Z *n, mu
nvm+= :n, m # Z *n, m u
nvmzm,
where z denotes the inclusion of U(1) in C. Clearly, (A% , $C(U(1))) is proper
since C(U(1)) is unital. Indeed $C(U(1)): A%  A% min C(U(1)) is a unital
V-homomorphism. Let a, b # A% and write a=m # Z am , b=q # Z bq where
am=n # Z *n, munvm, bq=p # Z +p, q u pvq. Then the principal map 8: A%
A%  A% min C(U(1)) can be written as
8(ab)= :
q # Z
a } bq zq,
\a, b # A% . To see that (A% , $C(U(1))) is free we must show that the range of
8 is dense in A% min C(U(1)). Let f # C(U(1)) and write f =q # Z fq zq
where fq are the Fourier coefficients of f, i.e.,
fq :=
1
2? |
2?
0
f (eit) e&iqt dt.
Then q # Z fqvq # A% and moreover
8\ :q # Z (av
&q fqvq)+= :q # Z 8(av
&q fq vq)
= :
q # Z
a fqzq
=a f
\a # A% , \f # C(U(1)). Thus (A% , $C(U(1))) is also free, hence principal.
59CHARACTERISATION OF PRINCIPAL ACTIONS
Now let AU(1)% :=[a # A% : $
C(U(1))(a)=a1] denote the fixed point sub-
algebra of A% . Clearly, a # n, m # Z *n, munvm # AU(1)% if and only if *n, m=*n$m, 0
\n, m # Z. It follows that AU(1)% &C(S
1) and so the irrational rotation algebra
is an example of a non-commutative principal U(1)-bundle over S1. Finally,
note that we also have a natural coaction of C(T2) on A% by
$C(T 2) \ :n, m # Z *n, mu
nvm+= :n, m # Z *n, mu
nvmznzm.
Clearly (A% , $) is principal by the same reasoning and so provides an
example of a principal coaction which does not arise as the dual coaction
on a <-product. Moreover, the fixed point algebra AT2% &C and so we may
also consider the irrational rotation algebra as a non-commutative principal
T2 bundle over a point!
The example of A% is very elementary in nature, but it already displays
how Definition 2.4 gives rise to a theory of non-commutativequantum
principal bundles considerably richer than its classical counterpart. As the
above discussion makes clear, one may have non-commutative principal
bundles in which both the structure group and the base are commutative!
This type of behavior provides a nice illustration of quantum topology in
the sense that the non-commutative structure of A% arises neither from the
base nor the fiber, but in how they are twisted around one another.
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